


DIY Shamrock Necklace
Instructions

You will need:

• Twine

• PrintWorks® Bright and Pastel Cardstock

• PrintWorks® Bright or Pastel Multipurpose Paper

• A desktop cutting machine OR a craft knife and ruler

• Tape or glue

Instructions, if using a craft knife and ruler:

1. Print the clover template onto 4 sheets of green Cardstock: 2 Bright and 2 Pastel, if you like.

2. Carefully cut out the clovers and center holes using the craft knife - 24 clovers in total

3. Print the spacer template onto 1 sheet of colored Multipurpose Paper   

4. Carefully cut out the spacers using the craft knife and ruler - 20 spacers in total.

    Alternatively cut from different colored Multipurpose Paper to create a rainbow effect.

5. Curl the spacers lengthwise and secure with glue or a small piece of tape

6. Cut a piece of twine to approximately 41” (104 cm) in length

7. Secure one end of the twine with tape

8. Thread the clovers and spaces onto the twin, one at a time

9. Tie the two ends of the twine together in a secure knot

Instructions, if using a desktop cutting machine:

1. Import the clover template into your cutting software

2. Load green Cardstock onto the cutting mat

3. Cut 4 sheets - 24 clovers in total

4. Import the spacer template into your cutting software

5. Load colored Multipurpose Paper onto the cutting mat 

6. Cut 1 sheet - 20 spacers in total. Alternatively cut from different colored Multipurpose Paper to create a rainbow effect.

7. Curl the spacers lengthwise and secure with glue or a small piece of tape

8. Cut a piece of twine to 41” (104 cm) in length

9. Secure one end of the twine with tape

10. Thread the clovers and spaces onto the twin, one at a time

11. Tie the two ends of the twine together in a secure knot

  



4 Leaf Clover Template



Spacer Template


